AICHI TOHO UNIVERSITY（愛知東邦大学）
Evaluation summary
“Standard 1. Mission and Objectives, etc.”
The AICHI TOHO UNIVERSITY presents “to foster human resources who can be truly
dependable” as its spirit of foundation and “earnestness” as the school motto. It has
departments and divisions based on the spirit of foundation, each of which defines three
policies (diploma policy, curriculum policy, and admission policy) to reflect the mission
and objectives and educational objectives clearly.
The University addresses the applicable laws and regulations in an appropriate manner
and was reorganized according to current social situation, as well as works on to
accommodate changes of the times in terms of the “reformation of connection between
high schools and universities” presented by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology.
The University publishes its mission and objectives and educational goal on its website,
campus guide, etc. and is operated effectively according to the mission and objectives and
educational objectives with understanding from the administrators and faculty. In addition,
it maintains compatibility with the constitution of education research organizations and
“the second middle-range management plan” incorporating such constitution are enforced
setting many numerical goals.
“Standard 2. Learning and Teaching”
The University is conducting wide variety of entrance examination with clear admission
policy which is publicized on its website, application guidebook and more. There were
unfilled vacancies in some divisions and it is recommended to consider and implement a
measure to secure the number of enrollee, although the University takes various measures
in its own.
The curriculum of this university is organized systematically. Accreditation of units,
performance evaluation, and requirement to advance to the next year are properly
maintained based on its regulations. Although the University make serious efforts to reduce
early leavers, it is expected to accurately conduct a present state analyze and work on it in a
more productive way.
In teaching and research circumstances, the facility and equipment to attain its
educational objectives is well maintained. The University is also providing livelihood
support for students with various scholarship systems and “on-campus work study system”
The number of faculty meets the standard for foundation. Recruitment and promotion of
the faculty are also operated based on its regulations and standards/internal regulations.
“Standard 3. Management, Admission and Finance”
The University is maintained properly while adhering the applicable laws and
regulations and trying to maintain its truthfulness based on donative activities and various

on-campus regulations with attention to human rights and safety.
The Board of Directors discusses and makes decision to make strategic decision
efficiently and lays out the framework to accommodate necessary matters promptly with
permanent councils periodically held.
The President is the chairman of the “governing board” which discusses issues of
university education. The President assigns a vice-president and assistants who support the
President to make a system where the President can take the leadership.
In financial base, balance of payments before adding endowment in this year shows
excess income.
The business is conducted properly and the audit is properly conducted by its auditors.
“Standard 4. Self-Inspection and Evaluation”
The “Self-Inspection and Evaluation Committee” and various committees work together
to investigate, collect and analyze data and are actively working on to utilize the
plan-do-check-action (PDCA) cycle effectively and reflect the result to the “second
middle-range management plan.”
Full-time teachers prepare and publish “Self-Inspection and Evaluation reports for
teachers” and use the result to improve teaching and research activities.
In general, the University sets up departments and divisions according to its spirit of
foundation and mission, objectives and educational objectives and provides livelihood
support for students and Faculty Development (FD) activities properly.
Although the financial base is stable, it is expected that the University examines and
implements more measures to secure number of admission and improve student’s
satisfaction. The University is operated properly based on regulations of management and
conducts Self-Inspection and Evaluation mainly focusing on its education to create a more
characteristic university.
Please see a general comment of the standards for “Standard A. Community-based Local
Contribution by Education and Research” defined as a unique framework of the University
based on its mission and goal.

